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**Mobile Process Control and SCADA: AJAX Process Control Demo**
What is Statistical Process Control (SPC)? Statistical Process Control (SPC) is an industry-standard methodology for measuring and controlling quality during the manufacturing process. Quality data in the form of Product or Process measurements are obtained in real-time during manufacturing.

**What is SPC - Statistical Process Control? | InfinityQS**
Model predictive control (MPC) is an advanced method of process control that is used to control a process while satisfying a set of constraints. It has been in use in the process industries in chemical plants and oil refineries since the 1980s. In recent years it has also been used in power system balancing models and in power electronics. Model predictive controllers rely on dynamic models of...

**Model predictive control - Wikipedia**
The DCS is a control system which collects the data from the field and decides what to do with them. Data from the field can either be stored for future reference, used for simple process control, use in conjunction with data from another part of the plant for advanced control strategies.

**PAControl.com - Basic Process Control Systems**
Alfresco Process Services (powered by Activiti) is an enterprise Business Process Management (BPM) solution targeted at business people and developers.

**Business Process Management (BPM) System | Alfresco**
A Markov decision process (MDP) is a discrete time stochastic control process. It provides a mathematical framework for modeling decision making in situations where outcomes are partly random and partly under the control of a decision maker. MDPs are useful for studying optimization problems solved via dynamic programming and reinforcement learning. MDPs were known at least as early as the...

**Markov decision process - Wikipedia**
The Center for Process Analysis and Control was established in 1984 at the University of Washington as a National Science Foundation (NSF) Industry/University Cooperative Research Center (I/UCRC). CPAC is now a self-sustaining organization, with a successful consortium of sponsors recruited from all sectors of industry, as well as maintaining contact with several government agencies.

**CPAC**
Yokogawa is leading the evolution of supervisory control and data acquisition (SCADA) systems to advanced automation and information visualization solutions that span global enterprises.

**SCADA System | Yokogawa Electric Corporation**
Yokogawa presents a demonstration of how the combination of Stardom FCN-RTU and FAST/TOOLS SCADA can be combined to provide a powerful control and data collection system where in the event of a network disconnection or computer outage - Stardom internally buffers data that would otherwise be lost and on reconnection or restoration of the SCADA Server FAST/TOOLS is able to back-fill missing...

**Process Control PLC/RTU | Yokogawa Electric Corporation**
The main part of the control system is a process control iPC, which performs data exchange between PLCs and the supervisory database system. Other parts of the system are workstations for recipe handling, mixer program handling, analysis of the recordings, statistical analysis.

**Real-Time HMI and SCADA for C/C++, Java, C#/.NET, Linux ...**
Enact TM is a native-cloud Quality Intelligence platform powered by real-time Statistical Process Control (SPC). Whatever your industry, Enact can help you improve product quality in an affordable way and transform the way you view your quality data.

**Inexpensive Quality Assurance Software | Enact SPC ...**
Case Management with Hot Operations HotOperations™ is a case management and work optimization suite. It’s the leading technology for real-time work optimization. Enable operations managers in business to allocate work to teams in real-time, directly impacting cost of tracking, invoicing, transactions and profitability of processes.

**PNMsoft | Business Process Management Software**
Are you ready to win in athletics? Dynamic Sports Development is one of the top sport training programs in the city. Give them a call at 918-409-2373.

**Tulsa Athletic Training | Dynamic Sports Development**
Our next generation technologies are suited for a wide range of applications within the aerospace, defense, and marine industries.

**Aerospace | Pall Corporation**
Dynamic Optimization for Engineers is a graduate level course on the theory and applications of numerical methods for solution of time-varying systems with a focus on engineering design and real-time control applications.

**Dynamic Optimization - APMonitor**
At Dynamic Ratings, customer service and support is the core of our business. Early in our process, we work closely with our customers to create and define standards to ensure that their monitoring solution is implemented in a consistent manner regardless of the age, make or model of electrical assets being monitored.

**Dynamic Ratings | Monitoring Solutions for Electrical ...**
Dynamic Work Offsets (DWO) and Tool Center Point Control (TCPC) are software features in the Haas control that make setting up 4- and 5-axis jobs as easy as setting up a 3-axis machine.

**Dynamic Work Offsets and Tool Center Point Control**
Components. Dynamic Air products are recognized as second to none for their reliability. And they go beyond pneumatic conveying to include a full range of components for a complete material handling solution, any of which can be designed into a Dynamic Air system.

**Components - Dynamic Air**
Whether you are upgrading an existing system or planning for future projects, there is a Dynamic Flow Computer to satisfy your requirements.